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Low-Diffusion Rotated Upwind Schemes, Multigrid and Defect Correction 
for Steady, Multi-Dimensional Euler Flows 
by 
Barry Koren 
Abstract Two simple, multi-dimensional upwind discretizations for the steady Euler equations 
are derived, with the emphasis lying on both a good accuracy and a good so/vability. The 
multi-dimensional upwinding consists of applying a one-dimensional Riemann solver with a 
locally rotated left and right state, the rotation angle depending on the local flow solution. First, 
a scheme is derived for which smoothing analysis of point Gauss-Seidel relaxation shows that 
despite its rather low numerical diffusion, it still enables a good acceleration by multigrid. Next, 
a scheme is derived which has not any numerical diffusion in crosswind direction, and of which 
convergence analysis shows that its corresponding discretized equations can be solved 
efficiently by means of defect correction iteration with in the inner multigrid iteration the first 
scheme. For the steady, two-dimensional Euler equations, numerical experiments are per-
formed for some supersonic test cases with an oblique contact discontinuity. The numerical 
results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. Comparisons are made with 
results obtained by a standard, grid-aligned upwind scheme. The grid-decoupled results 
obtained are promising. 
Note: This work was supported by the European Space Agency, through Avians Marcel Das-
sault - Breguet Aviation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, for the steady, 2-D Euler equations in a cell-centered finite volume 
context, we develop a multi-D upwind method with some appropriate balance between 
crosswind diffusion and efficiency. The steady equations will be solved directly. Herewith, 
for obtaining a good efficiency, we rely on nonlinear multigrid (multigrid-Newton) iteration. 
As the smoothing technique for the multigrid iteration, we prefer to apply point Gauss-
Seidel relaxation, using the exact differential matrices (exact Newton). The latter requires the 
cell face fluxes to be continuously differentiable. If multigrid does not easily meet our stan-
dards, we will not try to repair it, but - instead - we will rely on defect correction iteration 
as an additional iteration. The multi-D upwind schemes to be considered here will be very 
simple schemes only. They will use neither decoupling of the Euler equations (as in [5,10]), 
nor rotated fluxes (as in [1,8]). The schemes will be based on rotated left and right states 
sole~v. Per cell face, just as with grid-aligned upwind schemes, only a single numerical flux 
is computed: that normal to the cell face. The numerical flux function to be applied should 
allow a good resolution of both oblique shock waves and oblique contact discontinuities, 
fixing choices to flux difference splitting schemes. Given the good experience with Osher's 
scheme [9] in combination with multigrid - (exact) Newton [4), here we will apply the latter 
flux difference splitting scheme. 
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The contents of the paper is as follows. First, in section 2, to set a frame of reference, on 
the basis of a linear, scalar model equation, an accuracy analysis and a simple solvability 
analysis are performed for the standard, grid-aligned first-order upwind scheme. Then, two 
multi-D upwind schemes are derived. Next, in section 3, on the basis of the same model 
equation, solvability properties of the two schemes derived in section 2 are analyzed. These 
analyses will be Fourier analyses. Finally, in section 4, the theoretical results found in the 
previous sections are verified for some steady, fully supersonic Euler flows on the unit 
square. 
2. DERIVATION OF GRID-DECOUPLED UPWIND SCHEMES 
We will try to derive positive, grid-decoupled upwind schemes which have a low crosswind 
diffusion (preferably zero), and which (hopefully) still have enough artificial diffusion in 
characteristic direction to preserve good solvability. An important property required from 
these schemes is that their stencils are as compact as possible. The motivation for compact-
ness is to avoid: non-consistent boundary condition treatments and - if possible - non-
positivity. Compactness will result in a close relationship with the grid-aligned first-order 
upwind scheme, which therefore will be used as the main reference for comparison. Another 
property strived for is continuous differentiability, this because of the intended application 
of exact Newton iteration. The schemes will be investigated on the basis of the linear, 
scalar, 2-D model equation 
(2.1) 
with </> the angle made by the characteristic direction and the x-axis. Discretization of (2.1) 
on a square, cell-centered finite volume grid yields 
COS</>( U; + 'h.j - U; - 'h,j) +sin</>( U;,j + 0. - U;,j- 0.) = 0, (2.2) 
where the non-integer indices refer to the cell faces in between the (integer-indexed) cell 
centers. 
In the grid-aligned first-order upwind scheme, given the being positive of coscj> and sin<j>, 
for the cell face states we take 
[u;+'h,J] = [ui,J], O.;;;;q,..:;;;7T/2. U;,j+'h U;,j (2.3) 
Similar choices are made for u; _ 'h,J and u;,J-v,. Substituting these cell face states into (2.2) 
and applying next truncated Taylor series expansions, with h as the mesh size, the following 
modified equation may be derived: 
cos<1>-+sm<j>--- cosq,--+smcj>-- =O(h ), O.;;;;cp.;;;;w/2. au . au h [ a2u . a2u] 2 
ax ay 2 ax 2 ay 2 (2.4) 
By transformation to characteristic coordinates, (2.4) becomes 
au h [< 3 + . 3 ) a2u 2 . .kl . a2 u 
""fu"-2 cos c/> sm c/> a:;i-- coscj>sm'i'\cos<1>-smcj>) asan + 
COSc/>Sincj>(coscj>+ sincj>) a2 ~] =O(h 2 ), O~cp.;;;;7T/2. 
an 
(2.5) 
From (2.5) now, it appears that for the grid-aligned first-order upwind scheme, zero-
crosswind diffusion (i.e. both coscj>sinc/>(coscj>-sinc/>)=O and coscpsinc/>(cos<1>+sincj>)=O) occurs 
only in case of <t>=O or cj>=TT/2, i.e. in case of grid-alignment of the characteristic direction. 
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For the sake of comparisons to be made hereafter, in Fig. 2.la we give the distributions of 
the diffusion coefficients from (2.5), over the complete range of cf> considered. In here and 
also in the following, /Lss• /Lsn and /Lnn denote the coefficients of a2u/as 2, a2u1asan and 
a2u/an 2, respectively. 
As opposed to the poor accuracy properties, the smoothing properties of point Gauss-
Seidel relaxation applied to the grid-aligned first-order upwind system are known to be 
good. The fact that these smoothing properties are at least not bad is reflected by the fact 
that the discretization is positive, which clearly appears from the stencil 
j -coscp cos<j>+sincp , Q.s.;;;cp.s.;;;'IT/2. (2.6) 
j-1 -sincp 
i-1 
2.1. A positive, continuously differentiable scheme 
The most compact, grid-decoupled upwind schemes use 
[Ui+'h,j] = [81(cf>)u;,j+[l=81(c/>)]u;.j-I]· O.s.;;;81(<f>),82(c/>).;;;1, o..;;;.q,.;;;'IT/2. (2.7) u;.J+l/i 82 (cp)u;,1+[1 82(c/>)]u;-J,J 
The coefficients 81 (c/>) and 82(cp), whose choice determines the scheme, are taken in the range 
[0,1] in order to prevent unphysical features such as e.g. a negative density. The stencil 
corresponding with (2.7) reads 
j -81cosc[>+(l-82 )sin<t> 81cos<j>+82sincp , O.;;;cp..;;;.'lT/2. (2.8) 
j-1 -(l-81)cos<j>-(l-82)sin<t> (1-81)cosq>-82sinc[> 
i-
A natural requirement imposed to the discretization is that of symmetry with respect to 
c[>='IT/4; in formula: 
82(c/>)=81('lT/2-<j>), O.s;;;;</>,,;;;,'IT/2 
The modified equation corresponding with (2.7) reads in characteristic coordinates 
~~ -~ [ [o + cos<j>sinc[>)(cos<j>+ sin<t>)-2(81cos<j>+82sin<f>)coscpsincp) ~:~ + 
2(cos<j>-sin<j>) [ 1 +cos<j>sincjl-(81cos<1>+82sin<P)(cos<1>+sin<1>)) a:~un + 
2cos<j>sincjl [<81 - !6)coscjl+(82 - !6)sin<t>) ~:~] = O(h 2), Q.s.;;;<j>.;;;'IT/2. 
Following (2.10), /Lsn =O and /Lnn =O lead to respectively 
" c..i.+" . ..i.- 1 +cospsin<P OJ CO""t' 02Sln'i'- , , 
cos<j>+sm<j> 
81COS</>+82 sinc/> = !6( COS</>+ sin<j> ), 
which clearly is an inconsistent system of equations, leading to the following theorem: 
THEOREM (2.1) 
No most compact grid-decoupled upwind scheme exists for which both /Lsn = 0 and /Lnn = 0. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.1 la) 
(2.1 lb) 
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Next, concerning crosswind diffusion, we only require /.Lnn to be zero, i.e. we assume (2.1 lb) 
to hold solely. Further, following (2.8), positivity can be expressed as: 
I I [ 0 . I sin</> (81cos<1>+82sm<1>) 1 > cos<j> . 
-1 -cos<j>-sm<j> 
(2.12) 
It appears that the system (2.11 b )-(2.12) is inconsistent as well, leading to the theorem: 
THEOREM (2.2) 
No most compact grid-decoupled upwind scheme exists which is positive and for which µ.,,,, = 0. 
Finally, we require /.Lsn =O to hold (i.e. (2.1 la)) in combination with (2.12). It can be verified 
that this system is consistent. Assuming the form 81(</>)=(cos<j>+asin<j>)/(cosq,+sin</>). a 
being a constant, with symmetry requirement (2.9) we get 
82(</>)=(sin<t>+acos<j>)/(sin<t>+cos<j>). Substitution of these forms of 81(</>) and 82(</>) into 
(2.11 a) yields a= 0, so 
[u, + 1.,,J]- I 
u,,j H2 COS</>+ sin</> [
(cos<t>+ 0sincf>)u;,J + 0sin<t> u;,1 - 1 l 
(sin<t>+ 0cos<j>)u1,1 +0cos<j> u; 1,1 ' 
which gives the (positive) stencil 
j -cos2</> I +cos<1>sin<1> 
cos<j>+sincf> cosq,+sin<j> 
-cos<j>sin<t> -sin2<j> 
cosq,+sincf> COS</>+ sin</> 
j-1 
I - J 
and the modified equation 
~-.!!_ [I +cos<j>sin<f> a2u + cos<j>sin</> a2u] =O(h2) Q,,;;;<j>,,;;;7Tf2. 
3s 2 COS</>+ sin<j> as 2 COS</>+ sin<f> an 2 ' 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
In Fig. 2. lb we give the graph of the present scheme's diffusion properties. The scheme's 
crosswind diffusion is significantly lower than that of the grid-aligned first-order upwind 
scheme (Fig. 2. la). The lower crosswind diffusion in combination with the properties of 
positivity and continuous differentiability makes that scheme (2.13) is possibly more 
appropriate for our present multigrid purposes than the grid-aligned first-order upwind 
scheme (2.3). 
2.2. A zero-crosswind diffusion scheme 
Because of the limitation of the most compact, grid-decoupled upwind schemes with respect 
to the elimination of all crosswind diffusion (the limitation expressed by THEOREM (2.1)), in 
this section, we will consider wider stencils. To start with, we consider a situation with 
small <J:>. Still striving for compactness, the extrapolation is done from the nearest lines con-
necting two neighboring cell center states, also avoiding negative coefficients herewith: 
[U·+u, ·] [ 81(")u +[I-81(")]u· ·-1 J ' .... } = 'I' '·l - 'I' '·l ' Q,,;;;81(</>),82(</>),,;;;J, O,,;;;</:>,,;;;</:>u' (2.16) 
u,,1 + ,,, 82(<J>)u1 -1,J + [1 82(</>)]u1-1,J+1 P 
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with the (small) upper bound <Pup not yet fixed. With (2.16). we find the followino modified 
. 
c 
equation 
~~ -1 [ [ cos3 cp+ 2( 1 - 81)cos2cpsincp+2cos<j>sin2<f> + (282 - I )sin~ cp J ~: ~ + 
[ 3 , • a2 u 2 (1-81 )cos c/>+(81 +282 -2)coscpsin-<j>-sin3cpJ-- + 
as an 
coscj>sirnf> [(281 +282 -3)coscp-sin<t>] ~:~] =O(h 2). O.;;;cp.;;;q,"i'. (2.17) 
From this, it follows that no crosswind diffusion occurs for 81(9) = l. 
82(<j>)=0(1 +tan<j>), O,;;;;;<j>,;;;;;?T/4, where the indicated </>-range (with c/>up=?T/4) is that for 
which negative coefficients are just avoided. Taking for the remaining subrange the sym-
metrical counterpart of (2.16): 
r U; + Vi •. j] = r 81 (8</>)(u i.1)-1 ++[[II =881((</>))]Ju;+1.j -I]. ?T/4.;;;<j>,;;;;?T/2, (2.18) l U;.) + i;, l 2 </> U;,j 2 </> U; -1.j 
with symmetry condition (2.9) we get 81(</>)=!i-?(l+cotan<j>). 82(<f>)=l, ?T/4,;;;;9.;;;-..12. 
marizing, we have derived as expressions for the cell face states: 
[ ~:.~ :·~] = [0( 1 + tan<j>)ui-1.J :1~(1-tan<j>)u; _ 1_1 + 1] • 0.;;;9.;;;l'T/4, 
[u;. +. 11i.J ]-- [ !!-?(! + cotan<f> )u;.1 _ 1 + 1.l/2.( 1 - cotan<j> )u, + 1•1 - 11 ·
u,,1 + i;, u,,1 
as corresponding stencils: 
j + 1 
j 
j-1 
Ylsin<j>(I - tan<j>) 
sin</>( tancf>- cotan<j>) COS</> I 
- 0sin</>(l +tan<f>) 
1-I 
l'T/4.;;;<j>,;;;;?T/2, 
Sum-
(2.19a) 
(2. l 9b) 
(2.20a) 
j 
J-1 
sincp 
- l/2coscp( 1 + cotancp) cos</>( cotancp- tan<j'>) 
i-
!:icos</>( 1 - cotancp) 
i+ 
'17/4or;;cf>,;;;;'17/2. 
(2.20b) 
and as modified equations: 
~_.!!.:__!_ 82 ~ =O(h 2), Oor;;cpor;;?TJ4. 
as 2 COS</> a.1·-
(2.2lal 
~ - !!.:__l _~ = O(h 2) ?T/4or;;qi.;;;;'17/2. (2.2lb) 
as 2 sin<j> as 2 • 
A geometric interpretation of scheme (2.19) is given in [3]. In Fig. 2. lc, we g!ve the _graph 
with its diffusion coefficients. Unfortunately, from (2.20) 1t appears that the S\:herne Is non-
positive. A favorable property of the scheme is its simplicity. 
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"' Q 
6 
....
... ··········· ............... . 
~·:· __ -----------------------------·~-=~·:.::.· 
'!T/2 0 w/2 
a. Grid-aligned first-order 
upwind scheme (2.3). 
b. Continuously differentiable 
scheme (2.13). 
c. Zero-crosswind diffusion 
scheme (2.19). 
Fig. 2.1. Diffusion coefficients modified equation 
(1'-ss: -- , l'-sn: ------ • l'-nn: ·· ···••· ). 
3. ANALYSIS OF MULTIGRID ITERATION AND DEFECT CORRECTION ITERATION 
In the present section, we will analyze some possible solution methods for the two grid-
decoupled schemes derived in the previous section. The analyses will be done again for 
model equation (2.1) on a square, cell-centered finite volume grid. First, the smoothing 
behavior of point Gauss-Seidel relaxation will be investigated, both for scheme (2.13) and 
scheme (2.19). (Though we do not expect the latter scheme to be sufficiently dissipative to 
allow a successful application of multigrid iteration, for sake of certainty we do consider its 
smoothing behavior.) The smoothing properties found will be compared with those of the 
grid-aligned first-order upwind scheme (2.3). If analysis shows that multigrid iteration 
applied directly to the zero-crosswind diffusion operator does not work, to solve the 
corresponding system of discretized equations, we will rely on defect correction iteration. 
We already have good experience with defect correction iteration, in efficiently solving 
higher-order grid-aligned Euler and Navier-Stokes equations (see [2,6] and [7], respectively). 
3.1. Smoothing analysis of point Gauss-Seidel relaxation 
Four different relaxation sweep directions are considered: downwind, upwind and twice 
crosswind, each of those four with the i-loop as the inner sweep-loop, and each for the com-
plete range of cp considered: [0,?T/2]. To apply smoothing analysis, denoting the number of 
sweeps performed by n, we introduce: (i) the iteration error 
o,n - • n 
u;,j=U;,J-ui,J• 
with u7,1 the converged numerical solution in finite volume i,j, and (ii) the Fourier form 
o,n -D n i(O, +8,) 
u;,1- p e , 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
with D constant, p the amplification factor, and 01-w1h and fJi=w2h, w1 and w2 being the 
error mode in i- and }-direction, respectively. In Fig. 3.1, results of the smoothing analysis 
are given for successively: grid-aligned first-order upwind scheme (2.3), continuously 
differentiable scheme (2.13) and zero-crosswind diffusion scheme (2.19). In here, the smooth-
ing factor Ps is defined as 
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_·.,,---: 
----------
-.~.~-~----
0 7T/2 0 7T/2 0 
a. Grid-aligned first-order 
upwind scheme (2.3). 
b. Continuously differentiable 
scheme (2.13 ). 
c. Zero-crosswind diffusion 
scheme (2.19). 
Fig. 3.1. Smoothing factors point Gauss-Seid_el relaxation, with i-loop as inner loop 
j J 
(downwind; l'.: i : -- , upwind; k: i : ------ , 
J J 
crosswind up: ~ i : ------, crosswind down; ~i : ........ ). 
It appears that the zero-crosswind diffusion scheme does not enable a successful application 
of multigrid with point Gauss-Seidel relaxation as the smoother (Fig. 3. lc). Notice that even 
for the corresponding downwind relaxation sweep, smoothing is not guaranteed over the 
complete range of cp considered. As opposed to this, for the positive, continuously 
differentiable scheme we do have smoothing (Fig. 3.1 b ). 
To find a suitable solution method for zero-crosswind diffusion scheme (2.19), in the fol-
lowing, we will study the convergence properties of defect correction iteration with positive, 
continuously differentiable scheme (2.13) as the approximate scheme in the inner multigrid 
iteration. For comparison, a similar study will also be made with grid-aligned first-order 
upwind scheme (2.3) as the approximate scheme. 
3.2. Convergence ana(ysis of defect correction iteration 
Denoting the zero-crosswind diffusion operator by Lt, defect correction iteration reads 
Lh(u~-t 1 )==LhM)-Lt(u~), n=O,l, ... ,N, (3.4) 
with Lh denoting the positive operator to be inverted, and with the index n denoting the 
iteration counter. From (3.4), it is clear that the closer the resemblance between the target 
operator Lt and the approximate operator Lh, the better the convergence of the defect 
correction iteration. Hence, in this respect, the best convergence of (3.4) is expected from the 
approach with (2.13) as the approximate scheme. Introducing, as before, the iteration error 
(3.1) in its Fourier form (3.2), we can write for the amplification factor 
p(01 Jh) =I - L;:, 1 (01 ,82)Lfi (81>82). (3.5) 
In Fig. 3.2, for each of the two approximate schemes (2.3) and (2.13), and for successively 
.p==0.l?T,0.2'7T,0.3?T and 0.4'77, we give the distributions of the convergence factor Pc; 
(3.6) 
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-t>=0.11T 
of>=0.21T 
-t>=0.31T 
4>=0.% 
-'IT 91 1T 
a. Grid-aligned first-order upwind scheme (2.3) 
as approximate scheme. 
b. Continuously differentiable scheme (2.13) 
as approximate scheme. 
Fig. 3.2. Convergence factor distributions defect correction iteration. 
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In all graphs of Fig. 3.2, the dashed iso-lines correspond with p, =0.5. It appears that, for 
all four values of <I> considered, scheme (2.13) as the approximate scheme gives better con-
vergence factor distributions indeed. 
4. NUMERlCAL RESULTS 
To investigate some theoretical results found in the previous sections. in this section, for a 
perfect gas with y = 1.4, we perform numerical experiments for a set of fully supersonic 
Euler flows with oblique contact discontinuity (Fig. 4.1 a). The discontinuity is considered 
for the flow angles <t>=O.l7r,0.2'1T,0.3'1T and 0.4'1T. The flows are computed on the 32X32-grid 
given in Fig. 4.1 b. In all cases - for simplicity - at each of the four boundaries, the exact 
solution is imposed (overspecification). The multigrid method applied for all cases is non-
linear multigrid with V-cycles, and with per level a single pre- and post-relaxation sweep 
only. In all cases, the coarsest grid considered is a 2 X 2-grid. Further, in all cases we take 
as the initial solution: the solution with q=qL (the qL from Fig. 4.la) uniformly constant 
over the complete domain. For both grid-decoupled upwind schemes derived before, as the 
angle to be considered at each cell face, we take the streamline angle. In [3], we give a physi-
cally proper way of computing this angle. 
;;... 
m 
.; 
w 
.; 
ci 
"' ci 
0 
0 
M1.=4 
(e+p!p{=2 
0.2 O.i 
x 
0.6 o.a 
a. Flow with contact discontinuity 
(<j>=0.1'1T,0.2'1T,0.3'7T,0.4'1T, p = l ). 
., 
.; 
"' ci 
:;,..', 
c 
"' ci 
0.2 O.i 0.6 0.8 
x 
b. Finest grid (32 X 32). 
Fig. 4.1. Test case on unit square. 
4.1. Results positive, continuously differentiable scheme 
In Fig. 4.2 we first give, on top of each other, the reference results obtained for 
<t>=0. l'1T,0.2'7T,0.3'7T and 0.4'1T with the grid-aligned first-order upwind scheme; in Fig. 4.2a the 
multigrid convergence histories and in Fig. 4.2b the enthalpy (e+plp) distributions. The 
iso-enthalpy values considered in these and all following enthalpy distributions are: 
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, · · · , 1.9. Because of the severe smearing of the grid-aligned first-order upwind 
scheme, hardly any distinction can be made between the four solutions. Notice that the 
layers along x = l and y =I, in Fig. 4.2b and all following enthalpy graphs, are only due to 
the overspecification. 
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.. 
0 
.. 
" 
"' . 
" 
N 
" 
10 a.2 a.1 0.6 a.a 
x 
a. Multigrid convergence histories. b. Enthalpy distributions. 
Fig. 4.2. Results grid-aligned first-order upwind scheme. 
In Fig. 4.3 we give the similar results obtained with the grid-decoupled, positive, continu-
ously differentiable scheme. Though not as very fast as the reference convergence in Fig. 
4.2a, fortunately, the present scheme's multigrid convergence is still fast. Though clearly 
more accurate than the reference distributions in Fig. 4.2b, the present enthalpy distribu-
tions are still insufficiently accurate. 
~ 
::s 
"" ·v; 
"' ,=:, 
OJ) 
..s: 
';' 
r 
'f' 
2 0.3'11' 6 
multigrid cycles 
ta 
a. Multigrid convergence histories. 
"". 
.. 
0 
.. 
0 
" 
N 
0 
a.2 0.1 a.s a.a 
x 
b. Enthalpy distributions. 
Fig. 4.3. Results positive, continuously differentiable scheme. 
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m 
0 
" 0 
;., 
0 
4.2. Results zero-crosswind diffusion scheme 
Jn Fig. 4.4 we give the enthalpy distributions for the zero-crosswind diffusio . h , . 
· d ft · 1 2 d , n sc emc. as obtame a er successive y !, an 10 defect correction cycles ("''th d f · 
. . . . 
"1 per e ect correctwn 
cycle a smgle nonlmear mult1gnd cycle only). The distributions 1·n Fi'g 4 4c b 
f f · . . . . appear to e 
almost r~e o crosswmd d1ffus10n. (In [3] we also give the enthalpy distributions ht• · d 
. h thi d d . d l' d . - o ame 
w:t a r -or er accurate, gn -a ~gne. upwmd scheme. All four enthalpy distributions in 
Fig. 4.4c appe~r to be ev~~ less d1ffus1ve than those of that third-order accurate scheme.) 
Tho~gh the ?e1~g no~-pos:t1v~ of. the zero-crosswind diffusion scheme allows solutions with 
spunous osc1llat10ns.' its. d1sti:but1ons are still monotone. Concerning the convergence rate 
of the defect correct10n 1terat1on, we are of the opinion that this is good. 
I 0 0.2 O.i 0.6 o.e I 0 0.2 O.i 0.6 c.e 
x x x 
a. After 1 st cycle. b. After 2nd cycle. c. After JOth cycle. 
Fig. 4.4. Convergence history defect correction iteration, 
enthalpy distributions zero-crosswind diffusion scheme. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper, for multi-D Euler equations, two promising multi-D upwind schemes 
have been derived; a positive, continuously differentiable scheme and a zero-crosswind 
diffusion scheme. Both schemes are based on a one-dimensional Riemann solver. Their 
multi-D nature is simply realized through a local, solution-dependent rotation of the left and 
right Riemann state, allowing to keep the number of numerical flux computations per cell 
face at one only. Good efficiency is strived for by means of nonlinear multigrid iteration 
and (if necessary) defect correction iteration. The accuracy and efficiency of the numerical 
results obtained are promising. One important result obtained is that when applying the 
positive, continuously differentiable scheme, for flows with contact discontinuities. the per-
formance of nonlinear multigrid with point Gauss-Seidel relaxation as the smoother, is very 
good. Another important result is that, again for flows with contact discontinuities, the 
solutions of the zero-crosswind diffusion scheme appear to be practically free of crosswind 
diffusion indeed. Moreover, their computation by means of defect correction iteration. with 
the grid-decoupled, positive, continuously differentiable scheme as the approximate scheme, 
is efficient. 
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